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Abstract. Determination of multiphase flow inside PC boiler plant is of particular importance 

for the process control of the boiler and its efficient operation. Nowadays numerical modeling is 

used as an advanced tool in improvement of this or similar process. Separation of coal particle 

in aero-mixture channel, after pulverization, represent an important process which has a big 

effect on boiler efficiency, and its determination represents an important step. In this paper, 

numerical modeling of multiphase flow inside aero-mixture channel and low emission burner of 

boiler OB-650 are exposed in several steps from 3D modeling, discretization of fluid domain, 

setting the physical and mathematical model to validation of same model. Main goals of the same 

process is to obtain valid numerical model of observed problematic, that will give us data about 

model parameters that can be used for modeling of the same process with different inlet boundary 

conditions, and also to obtain appropriate specific process parameters that can be used for rising 

of level of efficiency and utility of boiler plant in some steady operating modes.  

Keywords. Numerical modeling, Coal boiler, Multiphase flow, Aero-mixture. 

1.  Introduction 

Multiphase flow can be determinate inside the aero-mixture channel and low emission burner by using 

software’s for numerical simulations. Many researchers have shown an interest in CFD (Computational 

Fluid Dynamics) simulation of such or similar problems. Of course, simulation of such complex 

problems wouldn’t be possible without extensive development of commercial CFD codes and PC 

computers. Nowadays commercial CFD codes have capability to solve very fast and very complex 

equations for the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy, and to predict temperature, velocity, 

pressure and other required profiles.  

It is important to emphasize that in previous reconstructions and modernizations of observed channel 

and low emission burner of boiler OB-650, this method of determination wasn’t used, even thought, this 

was proven to be significantly useful method in practice. Below, some of the conducted research, that 

also provide the basic of this paper, have been mentioned. Stupar et al. in their paper [1] has studied 

numerical analysis of multiphase flow inside the elbow duct behind the mills aero-mixture separator in 

Thermal Power Plant “Kostolac A”. In the same paper, optimal tilt of the elbow duct was determinated, 

and the reconstruction of the same channels was carried on, on the basic of the given results. Different 

elbow duct tilt has enabled better working conditions when mills are working on lower load, and 

deposition of the pulverized coal was prevented. Kozić et al. [2] investigate application of Euler-Euler 

approach for numerical modeling of multiphase flow inside the ventilation mill and aero-mixture 

channels with centrifugal separator of the Thermal Power Plant “Kostolac B”. The same paper has 
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shown that this approach of numerical modeling gives us a satisfying results with smaller deviations. 

Kozić et al. [3] analyses the implementation of Eulerian and Lagrangian approach for numerical 

modeling of multiphase flow inside the ventilation mills. The same analysis has shown better 

superposition of numerical results with experimental measurements when Lagrangian approach is used. 

Milanović, in his PhD dissertation, [4] investigates turbulent multiphase flow in the straight channels of 

non-circular section. Živković et al. in their paper [5] and S. Atas et al. in [6] investigate the impact of 

dumpers and granulation of pulverized coal on the separation and the dispersion of coal particles over 

the burners in power plant, by CFD analysis. They concluded that the coal particle diameter represents 

main parameter that determinate the dispersion of coal flow.  Kozić et al. presented the research [7] that 

deals with numerical investigation of impact of centrifugal separator on pulverized coal particle 

dispersion. Živković et al. conducted the research [8] that deals with numerical simulation of multiphase 

flow of aero-mixture channels of Thermal Power Plant “Nikola Tesla”, block A1. Babić et al. [9] were 

considering numerical simulation of multiphase flow across the mills separator type VML.210.50, with 

goal to achieve the best coal dispersion and separation. CFD modeling is already proven toll in this field 

(see, as example, Ferrin and Saavedra [10], Dodds et al. [11], Vuthaluru et al. [12] or Arakaki et al. 

[13]), and it is extensively used for optimization of PC burner design. Other similar types of scientific 

papers were proposed in references [14-20]. From previous papers, it can easily be seen how CFD is 

actually very useful in determination and prediction of various variables of multiphase flow, which 

cannot be determinated and predicted with classical methods. Of course, applicability and proper 

prediction of various process variables were the main goals of the numerical modeling, and the main 

goal of this paper. Gained experience with this method is applicable on the other boiler plants that have 

same or similar problems. 

2.  Numerical model  

2.1.  Geometry modelling and discretization of the fluid domain 

Modeling of geometry for numerical analysis represents the first and probably, one of the easiest steps 

in the whole process of numerical modeling. Even though this step of modeling and discretization 

represents the easiest step, it isn’t nothing less important. Quality analysis of observed problematics can 

give us some conclusions about how important are some construction elements, and based on this 

information’s it is possible to generate optimal geometric construction for further discretization and 

numerical analysis, which will give us quality and valid results. The 3D model of aero-mixture channel 

and low emission burner has been made due to the technical documentation of boiler OB-650. It is 

important to emphasize that even though software for numerical analysis gives us opportunity for 3D 

modeling of analysied geometries. Detailed view of the modeled construction is shown in Fig. 1. In the 

same figure we can see the main elements of observed construction, such as manual regulation dampers, 

tubes for primary air, aero-mixture and air jets etc. 

 
Figure 1. 3D Model of aero-mixture channel and low emission burner with main construction 

elements (left); Aero-mixture channel with inlet and outlet boundary regions (right). 
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As it is shown in Figure 1 (left), the construction is relatively good in the view of the complicity, but 

the global dimension of the whole construction is big. Global dimension and the nature of analyzed flow 

complicate the realization of the same analysis because it demands lager PC performances. Before 

spatial discretization of analyzed domain it is important to define physical boundaries of the system. 

Due to the previous in the Figure 1 (right) are shown inlet and outlet boundaries that were used during 

the analysis.  

Discretization of observed construction can be done in different ways, with different basic volumetric 

elements (tetrahedral, hexahedral and polyhedral on Figure 2.). It is important to investigate which mesh 

type will give us best quality results, because quality of obtained results is the direct function of used 

mesh. 

According to the previous research and examinations [1-20], preliminary analysis of discretization 

models has been conducted. The main parameters, that have been considered, were time of mesh 

generation, accuracy of the results, convergence, PC reassures and visual quality of obtained results. Of 

course, optimal solution can be obtained taking into account previous criteria, and criteria defined in the 

user guide of the STAR CCM+ [21]. 

 

Figure 2. Fluid domain discretized with different approaches (1. Tetrahedral; 2.Hexahedar; 

3.Polihedar). 

Research that has been conducted on the analyzed construction has shown that big problem of 

convergence has polyhedral mesh. Of course, that was the main reason to eliminate this type of 

discretization, even though this type of discretization gives us best results in visually aspect. Better 

convergence has been achieved when tetrahedral and hexahedral mesh is used. On the Fig. 2 has shown 

fluid domain discretized with different approaches, where point 1 represent fluid domain discretized 

with tetrahedral mesh point 2 represent fluid domain discretized with polyhedral mesh, and point 3 fluid 

domain with hexahedral mesh. 

Certainly, discretized domains shown in Fig. 2. were constructed with respect to the all demanded 

requires [21], that have to be fulfilled to analyze this problematics. Even though, the examinations of 

influence of the quality and type of the mesh on obtained results, weren’t the scope of this paper, 

selection of appropriate type of mesh were unavoidable step, due to the fact that time of convergence 

depends on number of cells. Conducted preliminary analysis has shown that good convergence can be 

achieved both in a case of tetrahedral and the case of hexahedral mesh, but quality of the obtained visual 

results is much better in case of tetrahedral mess, so tetrahedral mesh was chosen for this analyses. 
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2.2.  Formulation of physical and mathematical model 

Optimal discretization and quality analysis of physical process of the multiphase flow are major front 

steps before determination of physical and mathematical model. Of course, mathematical model 

represents mathematical formulation of the physical model, which is, on the other side based on the 

series of the assumptions and hypothesis. During the whole process, it is necessary to take into account 

balance between complexity and excessive simplicity of both models. Analyzed problematic is further 

complicated due to the fact that instead of definition of one physical and mathematical model, it is 

necessary to define two models for two flows and their interaction, in this case.  

Because, in the analyzed case, we are taking into account multiphase flow with lower concentration 

of disperse phase, and due to the criteria for selection of multiphase model and the previous theoretical 

researchs [1-21], Euler-Lagrangian approach is used for modeling. Where Eulerian approach is used for 

modeling primary flow, and Lagrangian approach is used for modeling dispersed flow.  

In accordance with previous research, and as well with experimental parameters for better and 

complete defining of physical models of the primary and dispersed flow, the following assumptions 

have been adopted: 

₋ For description of flow, continuum concept has been adopted; 

₋ One component gas is taken into account; 

₋ Gas flow is stationary, tridimensional, isotherm, incompressible, chemically inert and turbulent. 

For defining physical model of secondary phase the following assumptions have been adopted: 

₋ Particles are made from one material; 

₋ Particles dimensions are approximated with spherical shape, and their dimensions are different; 

₋ Mass of the particles remains constant during the flow through the aero-mixture channel;  

₋ Particles have constant temperature and density; 

₋ Two way coupling of phase has been taken into account; 

₋ Particles lose one part of their kinetic energy during the collision with the walls ; 

₋ Particles are moving stochastically.   

Mathematical model of primary (gas) and dispersed (pulverized coal) flow will be formulated for 

conditions listed in the physical model, and it will be considered fully develop turbulent flow inside 

aero-mixture channel. 

The main equations of mass, momentum and energy conservation for primary phase is identical with 

averaged general equation of conservation for single-phase fluid with addition of interphase member: 

𝜕

𝜕𝑡
(𝜌𝛷) + 𝑈𝑗

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗
(𝜌𝛷) −

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗
(𝛤𝛷

𝜕𝛷

𝜕𝑥𝑗
) = 𝑆𝛷 + 𝑆𝛷

𝐼𝐹      (1) 

where 𝛷 is universal parameter of gas phase, 𝜌 is a density of gas phase, 𝑈𝑗 components of averaged 

velocities of gas phase, 𝛤𝛷 transport diffusion coefficient of parameter 𝜑, 𝑆𝛷̅̅̅̅  positive or negative source 

of parameter 𝛷, SΦ
IF interphase member that describes interaction between the phases.  

So basic equations of mass, momentum and energy equations respectively are: 

∂Uj

∂xj
=0          (2) 

𝑈𝑗
∂Ui

∂xj
−

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗
(𝜈

𝜕𝑈𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑗
) = −

1

𝜌

𝜕𝑃

𝜕𝑥𝑗
−

𝜕𝑢𝑖𝑢𝑗̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅

𝜕𝑥𝑗
+ 𝑆𝑈𝑖

𝐼𝐹      (3) 

𝑈𝑗
∂T

∂xj
−

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗
(𝑎

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑥𝑗
) = −

𝜕𝜃𝑢𝑗̅̅ ̅̅ ̅

𝜕𝑥𝑗
𝑌𝑑 = 𝑒−(𝑑 �̅�⁄ )𝑛      (4) 

where 𝑈𝑖 is averaged velocity component of the transport gas, 𝜈 is kinematic viscosity, 𝜌 is density of 

transport gas, P is averaged pressure, 𝑢𝑖𝑢𝑗̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ are components of turbulent tensors, T is averaged 

temperature, 𝑎 = 𝜆 𝜌𝑐𝑝⁄  is coefficient of heat diffusion and 𝜃𝑢𝑗̅̅ ̅̅̅ are the components of turbulent 

temperature fluxes. 
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Special attention should be dedicated to determination of the interphase members between primary 

and dispersed phase, due to the fact that presence of dispersed phase cause the appearance of new sources 

of momentum, mass and energy in primary phase. In majority of technical processes flows are usually 

multiphase, which complicates the solution of mathematical model. Also, it is important to emphasize 

that numerical modeling will be done with standard k -ε model of turbulence, which is most widely 

validated turbulence model.  

Mathematical model based on Lagrangian approach includes tracking solid particle trajectories and 

on the basic of this concept, particle position, momentum, temperature, mass and interphase members 

along this trajectories can be determinated. This approach gives us much better, more realistic and more 

reliable picture of solid particle motion in turbulent flow. For fluid flows, that include lower 

concentration of dispersed phase governing equations can be formulated for each particle, but if the 

volumetric concentration of particles are bigger, statistical approach is much better, where tracking of 

each particle is changing with tracking of localized cloud of particles or parcels. Every parcel have the 

same mass, which is calculated as a product of individual mass of particle and their number in the parcel 

[24]. Parcels are injected in flow area uniformly at the inlet boundary with a velocity equal to the velocity 

of primary phase. Quantification of the dispersed flow in injected area, due to the previous research [1-

21; 24-25], is done with Rossin-Rammler cumulative distribution function. For fully description of the 

same function several parameters from sieve analysis need to be defined. Rossin-Rammler distribution 

is based on the assumption that there is an exponential relation between particle diameter d and mass 

fraction of the particle with the diameter greater than d , so the main equation have a shape: 

𝑌𝑑 = 𝑒−(𝑑 �̅�⁄ )𝑛          (5) 

where d is a middle diameter, and n is speeding parameter.  

The basic description of parcel motion includes knowing the parcel position and their velocity. 

These two measures are connected with equation of motion, or trajectory equation:  

𝑑𝑥𝜋

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑈𝑝          (6) 

where 𝑥𝜋 is position vector 𝑈𝑝 velocity of the particles (it is assumed that velocity of the particles are 

same as the velocity of parcel).  

Due to the fact that we are considering chemically inert flow without any mass transfer, for fully 

description of motion of the dispersed phase, momentum equation is sufficient. So generic equation of 

motion for dispersed flow is defined as: 

𝑚𝑝
𝑑𝑈𝑝

𝑑𝑡
= 𝐹𝑆 + 𝐹𝑏         (7) 

where 𝐹𝑆 refers to forces acting on the surface of particle, while 𝐹𝑏 refers to mass forces.  

If we consider the further decomposition of these forces, in our case, we will see that 𝐹𝑆FS is 

contained from drag force 𝐹𝑑 and pressure gradient force, while 𝐹𝑏 is contained only from gravity force. 

Of course, drag force is the main and dominant force which acts on the particles in the direction of flow 

and cause movement. Modeling of these force includes modeling of drag coefficient over various 

colorations based on theoretic and experimental investigations. As turbulence needs to be considered in 

modeling of primary flow, it also needs to be considered in modeling of secondary flow. Turbulent 

dispersion of solid phase was calculated with integration of trajectory of each particle separately, in 

which current particle velocity is used, along the whole trajectory. Calculation of trajectory for enough 

number of representative particles can take into account stochastic effect of turbulence on their 

dispersion. As it is previously mentioned, interphase members in basic governing equations represent 

the connection between primary and dispersed flow.  

Due to the fact that in scope of this work momentum transfer between the flows is in the main interest, 

determination of momentum interphase members is put in the first place. Interphase member in 

momentum equation actually represents the drag force of solid particle in gas flow. In other words this 
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force represents the resistant force to particle motion, which has an equal intensity but opposite direction 

from the drag force that causes the motion of particles. So interphase member that describes interaction 

between phases is determinated with solving of motion equation of the particle: 

𝑑𝑚𝑝𝑈𝑝

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑆𝑈𝑖

𝐼𝐹         (8) 

If we integrate the equation for every numerical cell and solve previous equation, we get an 

interphase momentum members for every numerical cell: 

𝑆𝑈𝑖
𝐼𝐹 =

𝜋

6
∑𝜂 [𝜌𝑝

0𝑈𝑝,𝑖
0 (𝐷𝑝

0)
3
− 𝜌𝑝

0𝑈𝑝,𝑖
𝑛 (𝐷𝑝

𝑛)
3
]      (9) 

where 𝜂 is mass flow of particles for one cell, 𝑈𝑝,𝑖 is component vector of particle velocity, 𝐷𝑝  is 

diameter of particle, 𝜌𝑝  is density of particle, n is end of Lagrange time step and 0 is start of Lagrange 

time step. If we assume that flow is stationary and that flow of particles that comes in control volume is 

equal to one that comes out, concentration of particles can be approximated on the basic of particle 

number that comes out from the control volume. So, particle flow is determinate with summarizing 

trajectories which cross observed control volume. [4, 17] 

2.3.  Boundary conditions 

Due to the fact that determination of data for input boundary conditions and data for validation process 

were used from experimental measurements, it is necessary to properly describe where the same 

measurements were carried on. The whole system of mill-classifier (type S-36.50) and aero-mixture 

channels of boiler type OB 650 are very complex and measurement locations and measurement methods 

for data sampling are very limited.  

In this study, aero-mixture channels one (1) and two (2) on the outlet of the classifier (Figure 3) were 

chosen as two representative measurement locations. 

 

Figure 3. Measurement “line” locations on aero-mixture channel. 

Every location have two measurement lines for sampling of gas velocity (Figure 3), particle velocity, 

their size, and distribution of both phases with all other specific parameters. Of course, it is important 

to emphasize that all these activities have been carried out under normal load conditions (6.83 kg/s of 

coal) and fixed positions of the manual regulation dumper with tilt of 23.52°. So, due to measurement 

possibilities and software capabilities, validation of gas velocity was done in sampling lines and 

validation of aero mixture distribution was done on the outlet of the jet burner, because the same doesn’t 

change after the regulation damper.  

Previous general mathematical model that is used for description of problem requires the definition 

of appropriate boundary conditions that will approximate real state. In this case, because we have two 
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coupled mathematical models, solving the same models requires the definition of boundary conditions 

for bots. So, in the next table, overview of used boundary conditions for gas phase is given.  

Table 1. Used boundary conditions for primary flow. 

Type of boundary from 

physical aspect 

Type of boundary from 

mathematical aspect 
Value of boundary condition 

Inlet boundary Dirichlet boundary condition 
Inlet velocity v =23 [m/s], 

Inlet temperature t=195 [°C] 

Outlet boundary Dirichlet boundary condition Pressure outlet    p = 0 [Pa]  

Wall boundary Neumann boundary condition Adiabatic boundary 0 nT  

 

Similar boundary conditions need to be defined, for dispersed particle flow. As it was previously 

defined in mathematical and physical model, for fully description of pulverized coal particle distribution 

and flow, Rosin-Rammler cumulative function is used. So from sieve analysis of the pulverized coal, 

for mill that has worked for 70 h, spreading parameter and middle diameter is determinated. 

Table 2. Main Rosin-Rammler parameters. 

Parameter Middle diameter d  [µm] Spreding parameter n [/] 

Value 154,554 1,4544 

 

Of course, these parameters in table, determinate the granulometric structure of injected particle and 

they represent the first inlet boundary value for dispersed phase that needs to be determinated for 

further analysis. 

When particle of dispersed phase comes to boundary, selected boundary condition defines the 

track of the same particle. So the main boundary condition that defines the track of the particles when 

particle comes to wall boundary condition is “rebound” boundary condition. With this boundary 

condition we define the change of momentum of the particles. The whole change of momentum is 

defined with two coefficients of restitution. First coefficient defines the change of momentum in normal 

direction and the second defines the change of momentum in tangential direction. These parameters 

have been adopted from previous researches [1-21], that have been taken into account the similar 

problematic of multiphase flow, so for value of the normal restitution coefficient is adopted value 1, and 

for tangential restitution coefficient 0.9.  

The boundary condition defined on the outlet of the discretized domain for dispersed phase is 

“escape” boundary condition, due to the fact that on that boundary particles leave the domain and 

calculation of particle track is finished. 

3.  Analysis of obtained results and validation of numerical model 

In the next step, with good approximation of real state and with good mathematical model and spatial 

discretization, we have a good predisposition to achieve quality results and their better and easier 

validation. Last step in process of numerical simulation is group of activity that implies calculation of 

numerical model on discretized area, and analysis of the solution. When numerical simulation reaches 

desired convergence of the main governing equations, a lot of spatial or plane views, of various scalar 

or vector values can be obtained. Of course, that was the main advantage of numerical modeling 

comparing to other methods. So in Figure 4, we have spatial distribution of pulverized coal particles in 

function of particle diameter. 
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Figure 4. Spatial distribution of pulverized coal flow field in the function of diameter. 

With aim to have better view in granulometric dispersion out of the burner in Figure 5. we have 

isolated detailed view.   

 

Figure 5. Detailed view of granulometric dispersion on outlet of the low emission burner. 

Particle tracks in function of diameter give us only partial information about particle distribution 

inside the aero-mixture so velocity field of primary and secondary flow was shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Spatial velocity field of pulverized coal (left). Spatial velocity field of primary phase (right). 

In both figures we can see that dumper tilt has a big impact on structure of fields. This impact is 

reflected in the increase of velocity of primary and dispersed phase in upper part of aero-mixture 

channel, and decrease of velocity in lower part of aero-mixture channel. 

A great advantage of numerical simulation is that even though we can obtain a lot of values in space, 

we can also quantified average values in certain plains or lines. So, in this case few averaged values on 

outlet planes and lines defined in Figure 1. and Figure 3. are tracked for validation of numerical model. 

Value of every numerical model multiplies with validation of obtained results, with the values from 

experimental measurements. Validation of numerical model is done with experimental measurements 

when manual dumper is tilt for 23.52°.  

Of course, matching values that we considered are velocity of primary flow in lines and separation 

of primary and dispersed phase on outlet of burner. Due to the diagram on the Fig.7, we can see 

extremely good matching of data, obtained from numerical simulation process, with data form 

experimental measurements, especially when matching of velocities and distributions of primary flow 

is in question, while coal distribution on the upper and lower part has lower deviations.  

We can also see that deviations are insignificant and they can be seen especially in lower part of the 

burner. Obtained results have confirm that good numerical approximation of real state is done with this 

numerical model. 

   

Figure 7. Validation of values obtained from numerical analysis 

Proper impact of regulation dumper on aero-mixture distribution can be seen only with numerical 

simulation of aero-mixture channel with different regulation dumper positions. In this paper, an impact 

of regulation dumper on aero-mixture separation for four different positions was analyzed (Fig.8), from 

which the first was 23.52° (validated model-case no.1). The second was 0° (case no.2), in which 
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regulation dumper has no angle. The third and the fourth were with angles ± 6.28° (case no.3 and no.4), 

regarding to validated model 23.52°.  

 

Figure 8. Four different analyzed positions of the manual dividing dumper. 

Various conclusions about nature of dispersed particles along the furnace and nature of dispersed 

particles inside the channels can be obtained from numerical fields and quantified, average physics 

quantities on outlet of burner. Previous premise gives us space for additional geometric optimization of 

fluid flow which aims at the best and more uniformed dissipation of particles in aero-mixture channels. 

Same as it was done in previous cases, quantification was performed for average velocity values and for 

separation of primary and secondary phases on the outlet of the burner. For better interpretation of 

obtained results, values of previous physics quantities, in relation to angle of dividing dumper, is given 

in the next diagrams (Fig.9 and Fig.10).  

 

Figure 9. The dependency of angle of the dividing dumper on distribution of primary flow  
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Figure 10. The dependency of angle of the dividing dumper on distribution of secondary flow 

Diagrams on Fig.9 and Fig.10 obviously indicate that this regulation mechanism provides the 

opposite process in upper and lower parts of burner. Special attention in the diagram analysis, should be 

dedicated to values of velocity, due to the fact that the structure of the flame inside the combustion 

chamber depends from aero-mixture velocity, so in Fig.11 we have the dependency of angle of the 

dividing dumper on velocity of primary flow.  Different values of kinetic energy on the outlet of upper 

and lower burner initiate opposite effects inside the combustion chamber, decreasing the penetration of 

coal particles into the flame.  

On the other side, greater distribution of particles in upper part of combustion chamber has to insure 

greater residence time of coal particles in chamber space, which theoretically decreases loss of unburnt 

carbon in the slag.  

Major step for the better understanding of multiphase fluid flow is an accurate insight in space and 

plane flow of primary and secondary phases inside the analyzed construction for different angles of 

manual regulation dumper. Certainly, better understanding of this problem provides us with different 

ways of the process regulation and management of aeromixture separation in practice.  

 

Figure 11. The dependency of angle of the dividing dumper on velocity of primary flow. 

4.  Conclusion 

This numerical model, which mathematically describes multiphase flow inside the aero-mixture channel 

and low emission burner, represents the good numerical approximation of real state and gives us a view 

in spatial structure of certain fields that cannot be determinated with conventional methods. Good 

agreement between the simulated and experimental results was obtained for those results which are 
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related to the gas, but a bit bigger deviation was detected in coal particle flow. Much complex 

determination of coal particle flow with classical measurement and its mathematical description is the 

main reasons for such deviation in results. We may conclude that this type of simulations is very useful 

in understanding the nature of the coal and gas flow rates in complex aero-mixture systems. This 

approach can help us to avoid complex and difficult measurements in some situations. Special 

significance of determination of the valid numerical model is reflected in fact that this kind of numerical 

model allows us applying of the same model on different working conditions, with different working 

parameters. Of course, obtained information’s from that kind of models, about spatial and plane fields, 

have a particular importance in practice. 
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